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Local adaptation is of fundamental interest to evolutionary biologists.

Traditionally, local adaptation has been studied using reciprocal transplant

experiments to quantify fitness differences between residents and immi-

grants in pairwise transplants between study populations. Previous

studies have detected local adaptation in some cases, but others have

shown lack of adaptation or even maladaptation. Recently, the importance

of different fitness components, such as survival and fecundity, to local

adaptation have been emphasized. Here, we address another neglected

aspect in studies of local adaptation: sex differences. Given the ubiquity of

sexual dimorphism in life histories and phenotypic traits, this neglect is sur-

prising, but may be partly explained by differences in research traditions and

terminology in the fields of local adaptation and sexual selection. Studies

that investigate differences in mating success between resident and immi-

grants across populations tend to be framed in terms of reproductive and

behavioural isolation, rather than local adaptation. We briefly review the

published literature that bridges these areas and suggest that reciprocal

transplant experiments could benefit from quantifying both male and

female fitness components. Such a more integrative research approach

could clarify the role of sex differences in the evolution of local adaptations.

This article is part of the theme issue ‘Linking local adaptation with the

evolution of sex differences’.
1. Introduction
Local adaptation is a topic of fundamental interest to researchers in ecology,

evolution and conservation biology. When selection is spatially heterogeneous,

populations can adapt to their local environments such that phenotypes

become fitter in their native environment than elsewhere [1,2]. Patterns of

local adaptation contribute to generating and maintaining diversity within

and among species, influencing range shifts and species interactions as well

as population persistence [3]. Empirical tests of local adaptation are of princi-

pal importance as they explore the balance between the evolutionary

processes that shape populations, i.e. the strength of selection promoting

local adaptation, relative to non-adaptive or even maladaptive factors such

as gene flow, recombination, mutation and genetic drift, which tend to

reduce local adaptation [4,5].

While natural selection is traditionally considered to enhance local adap-

tation, selection often differs in magnitude and/or sign between males and
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females. Moreover, the role of sexual selection in local adap-

tation is far from clear, although there has been a lot of

theoretical interest in this topic [6–9]. Depending on the

mechanism of selection at work (e.g. sexual selection for

direct or indirect fitness benefits or Fisherian mechanisms),

sexual selection could reduce or enhance local adaptation

[10–13]. These effects will have broader implications for the

role of sexual selection in population persistence, speciation

and extinction [14–22]. Substantial empirical research has

focused either on local adaptation, on sex-specific selection,

or on sex differences, but only a few empirical studies [23]

have combined studies of sex differences with local adap-

tation at the intersection between these traditionally

separated fields.

Here, we discuss the missing link between these fields

with the aim to stimulate future research on sex differences

in local adaptation. We take a broad view of sex differences

to include any traits or mechanisms that are associated with

fitness variation between the sexes, either as a consequence

of intrinsic genetic, developmental or physiological differ-

ences between males and females, or because of extrinsic

ecological differences in natural and sexual selection.

Additionally, although hermaphrodites cannot show ‘sex

differences’, we occasionally consider studies of hermaphro-

ditic systems in which selection on male function and

selection on female function have been explicitly contrasted.

We discuss the implications of sex differences in local adap-

tation, with a focus on how the classical empirical approach

of reciprocal transplant experiments can be tailored to such

studies. Throughout, we review the limited literature addres-

sing sex differences in local adaptation to date. Finally, we

suggest that reciprocal transplants have still much potential

as a quantitative tool to assess local adaptation, particularly

if used in the light of an explicit consideration of sex

differences and sex-specific fitness components.
2. Sex-specific selection, sexual antagonism
and local adaptation

Owing to the polygenic nature of most traits (and because the

majority of the genome is shared between the sexes) a sub-

stantial amount of the genetic variation underlying even

sexually dimorphic traits is due to autosomal rather than to

sex-linked genes [24–26]. The resulting positive genetic corre-

lations between the sexes can constrain the evolution of

dimorphism [24,27,28]. As the two sexes often differ in

their phenotypic optima, and the intersexual genetic corre-

lation (rmf ) for most phenotypic traits is high and close to

unity [27], there will often be a transient period of sexual

antagonism during which males and females suffer the

fitness costs of intralocus sexual conflict before the full devel-

opment of sexual dimorphism [29–34]. Intralocus sexual

conflict has primarily been demonstrated in laboratory exper-

iments on model organisms like Drosophila melanogaster and

other insect systems [17,30,35], and more rarely in natural,

free-living populations [34,36,37] (but see [38] who did not

detect sexual antagonism in the population studied by

Foerster et al. [36]). Moreover, intralocus sexual conflict is

usually only demonstrated in a single environment, typically

a benign laboratory environment to which the population has

adapted over the course of many generations [30,39,40]. A

few laboratory studies on insects have quantified the strength
of sexual antagonism in ancestral (benign) and novel (stress-

ful) environments [41–43]. While there is some variation in

the outcomes of these ‘novel environment’ manipulations

(see [41]), two of these studies [42,43] suggested that sexual

antagonism was relaxed in novel environments, as selection

became concordant between males and females during

these stressful novel conditions when both sexes experienced

selection towards the same (shared) adaptive peak (see also

[23]).

It is only relatively recently that the links between sex-

specific selection, sexual antagonism, sex differences and

local adaptation have been incorporated in formal mathemat-

ical models [7,8,44,45]. Other models have explored spatial

variation in optimal phenotypes, and how sexual selection

for locally adapted phenotypes affects female preferences

[46]. In parallel, the causes and consequences of sexual selec-

tion in heterogeneous, complex environments have been

explored in some empirical studies [47–51]. This small but

increasing literature forms the basis of an emerging research

field that underscores the importance of both environmental

heterogeneity and spatial structure, with one goal being to

understand the geography of sex-specific selection [8]. For

example, a recent population genetic model by Connallon

[8] merged theory on sex-specific selection with models for

range limit evolution [52]. Under the assumption that male

and female phenotypic fitness optima change in different

ways across a species’ range and that sexual dimorphism is

constrained by the intersexual genetic correlation (rmf ),

three different evolutionary outcomes are predicted: (i) sexu-

ally concordant selection across the species’ range; (ii)

sexually antagonistic selection across the species’ range; and

(iii) sexual antagonism in the centre of the species’ range

and sexually concordant selection at the range limits [8].

The last scenario is particularly interesting, and a meta-analy-

sis has found that phenotypic selection estimates, when

available for both sexes, provide some empirical support

for its existence in nature [53]. These alternative scenarios

could be experimentally evaluated using reciprocal trans-

plants, such as between edge and core populations [54]

across a species’ range. Such integrative studies hold great

promise to increase our knowledge about both sexual antag-

onism and local adaptation and the intersection between

these two fields.
3. Incorporating sex differences into studies
of local adaptation

(a) Reciprocal transplants: the ‘gold standard’ for
detecting local adaptation

The classical empirical approach to local adaptation is

that of reciprocal transplant experiments [3–5,55]. In such

experiments, researchers move phenotypes between environ-

ments, so that for each phenotype some component of fitness

is measured under conditions that match its environment

of origin (‘resident’ phenotypes), and under conditions

that match the local environment of other populations

(‘immigrant’ phenotypes) [4,54]. The existence of a significant

fitness-by-environment interaction is traditionally used as a

criterion for the presence of local adaptation [4], because

we expect each phenotype to perform best in its native

environment (i.e. when ‘resident’) (figures 1d,g,h and 2f).
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Figure 1. Relationship between the location of sex-specific local fitness optima in two different environments (‘Environment 1’ on first row and ‘Environment 2’ on
second row) and expected outcomes from reciprocal transplant experiments. Male fitness functions are shown in solid lines, blue and filled symbols, whereas female
fitness functions are shown in dashed lines, red and open symbols. Left column (a – d): The location of the male fitness optimum is similar in environments 1 and 2,
whereas the female optima differ between the two environments (a,b). Consequently, a reciprocal transplant experiment reveals no evidence for local adaptation or a
fitness trade-off for males (c), but evidence for local adaption and a strong fitness trade-off between environments in females (d ). Right column (e – h): The locations of
male and female fitness optima are similar in environment 1, where selection is concordant between the two sexes (e). By contrast, in environment 2, the location of
male and female optima differ, leading to sexually antagonistic selection in that environment (f ). As both male and female optima differ between environments 1 and
2 (e,f ), reciprocal transplant experiments reveal local adaptation and fitness trade-offs between environments in both males and females (g,h).
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However, an interaction alone is insufficient to conclude

that populations are locally adapted, as it could also arise

when one phenotype outperforms the others in all environ-

ments through a ‘general vigour’ effect [4]. A significant

interaction can also arise even if local adaptation is asym-

metric, with only one of the populations experiencing

higher fitness in its native environment [56,58] (figure 2c).

In other words, resident phenotypes and/or genotypes

might have higher fitness than immigrants in only one of

the environments, with no difference in the other, which is

termed ‘conditional neutrality’ in the local adaptation litera-

ture [2,58–60]. Kawecki & Ebert [4] made the important

point that two comparisons can be made in reciprocal
transplant experiments: the ‘home versus away’ comparison

and the ‘resident versus immigrant’ (or ‘local-foreign’ sensu

[4]) comparison. The former comparison may indicate that

further investigation into local adaptation is warranted, and

might additionally be of interest for other reasons, such as

for inferring ‘source’ versus ‘sink’ environments through

population differences in mean absolute fitness [56,61,62].

However, if local adaptation is interpreted strictly to mean

that a phenotype/genotype presents higher fitness under

the local conditions of its original environment, at a cost to

its potential fitness elsewhere, then only the ‘resident versus

immigrant’ criterion can provide strong evidence for local

adaptation [4].
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Figure 2. Local adaptation in relation to sexual selection as revealed by reciprocal transplant experiments and assessment of male fitness components in damselflies
(Odonata: Zygoptera). Reciprocal transplant experiments in two species of damselflies: Enallagma cyathigerum (a) and Calopteryx splendens (e). In E. cyathigerum,
replicated reciprocal transplant experiments (two population pairs) were carried out, whereby coastal and inland males were released in native and foreign environ-
ments (b,c). A significant phenotype � environment interaction revealed local adaptation that was asymmetric in nature, with local adaptation being present in the
two inland populations where residents had higher recapture probability (a measure of local survival), but not in the coastal populations, where immigrants and
residents had similar survival (c). This suggests that the coastal populations form a demographic sink [56]. Closer inspection of three fitness components revealed
that isolation between the environments is mainly caused by reduced survival of immigrants rather than by sexual isolation or fecundity (d ). In C. splendens (e),
reciprocal transplant experiments (male presentations to local females) between two populations (Klingavälsån and Höje Å) show significant evidence for a
phenotype � population interaction (f ), where females show strong preference for local over immigrant males [57].
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(b) Sex differences may shape and limit local
adaptation

The popularity of the reciprocal transplant experimental

approach in studies of local adaptation is reflected in a Web

of Science search using the combination of terms ‘local*

adapt*’ and ‘reciprocal* trans*’, which yielded 376 records

spanning from 1985 to 2017 (searched Web of Science Core

Collection on 9 January 2018). Interestingly, meta-analyses

of reciprocal transplant studies have revealed that although

local adaptation is often detected, it is far from universal

[5,55]. Hereford [5] and Leimu & Fischer [55] independently

showed that local adaptation was not present in 29–55% of

pairwise comparisons between residents and immigrants.

In addition to the well-known constraints imposed by gene

flow (migration and recombination between populations)

and small population size (increasing the influence of

inbreeding, mutation load and genetic drift [5,55,63,64]),

conflicting selection pressures may also hinder local adap-

tation. There can be variation among subsets within a

population, such that trait values favoured by selection in

some phenotypes are selectively disadvantageous in others.

Sex differences can provide a major source of such within-

population variation in fitness optima: antagonistic selection

between the sexes (intralocus sexual conflict) is well docu-

mented [29,31,32]. However, adding the terms ‘male*’ and

‘female*’ to the search described above reduced the list to

just seven studies, of which only three actually measured
fitness components separately for both translocated males

and females [65–67]. It seems that, to date, local adaptation

studies have largely neglected sex differences, focusing on

only one sex or pooling the fitness of the two sexes with

the tacit assumption that sex differences are unimportant.

The vast majority of reciprocal transplant experiments

either disregard the sex of individuals, or present fitness

component data for only one sex [55].

We present a subset of the studies addressing local adap-

tation and sex differences and briefly comment upon them in

the electronic supplementary material, table S1. Clearly, there

is room for more empirical work in this area, and sex differ-

ences should preferably be explicitly incorporated in future

experimental studies. A first step towards understanding

the effect of sexual and sex-specific selection on local adap-

tation would be to compare the fate of male and female

immigrants, as well as fitness differences between residents

and immigrants, in different populations. Consider, for

instance, populations that are locally adapted to one of two

environments (‘Environment 1’ and ‘Environment 2’ in

figure 1), which differ in their degree of sexual antagonism.

If selection is concordant between males and females in an

ancestral environment (figure 1a), but only the female pheno-

typic optimum changes when the population invades a novel

environment (figure 1b), a reciprocal transplant experiment

would reveal local adaptation only in females and not in

males (figure 1; left column; cf. figure 1c versus 1d). By con-

trast, if the phenotypic fitness optimum changes for both
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sexes (figure 1e,f ), a reciprocal transplant experiment between

the two environments would reveal local adaptation for both

males and females (figure 1; right column; cf. figure 1g versus

1h). Whether one or both sexes show a pattern of local adap-

tation can be important for understanding a population’s

evolutionary history, and these details can be obscured

by the consideration of a single fitness measure for the

population. Statistically speaking, a significant three-way

interaction (fitness-by-environment-by-sex) is indicative of

sex-specific local adaptation, complementing the classical

two-way interaction (fitness-by-environment) that has been

the traditional focus of local adaptation studies [4].
 il.Trans.R.Soc.B
373:20170420
4. Reciprocal transplant experiments
and sex differences

The small number of reciprocal transplant experiments and

related empirical approaches that do consider sex highlight

three important aspects of how sex differences can influence

local adaptation: (i) patterns of sex-specific adaptation; (ii) the

role of sexual compared to natural selection in local adap-

tation; and (iii) the role of sexual selection in regulating

gene flow between populations under divergent selection.

In this section, we discuss the empirical literature addressing

each of these topics, and suggest a fourth key area of research

into local adaptation and sex that holds promise for expan-

sion: (iv) sex-specific development, plasticity and local

adaptation.

(a) Patterns of sex-specific adaptation
Given sex-specific fitness optima in different environments,

patterns of local adaptation measured in males and females

may be expected to vary. In a study examining local adap-

tation in a range of fitness components, Li et al. [67]

performed reciprocal transplants between two hermaphro-

ditic ragweed (Ambrosia artemisiifolia) populations and

measured vegetative growth traits as well as female

reproductive traits. Their results suggest that the two popu-

lations may be locally adapted via different, sex-specific

traits. Residents in the Beijing population outperformed

immigrants from Wuhan in seed production per individual,

a component of female fitness (although also dependent on

fertilization by males, seed set measured per individual is a

more robust proxy of fitness through female than male func-

tion, because an individual’s seeds will not necessarily be

fertilized by the same pollen donor, and pollen from one indi-

vidual may similarly fertilize seeds across a number of

recipients). By contrast, Wuhan residents had greater height

at flowering, which enhances pollen dispersal and thus

male fitness, compared to immigrants from Beijing. These

effects were asymmetric, as for both traits there was no differ-

ence between residents and immigrants when measured in

the other environment. However, several other fitness-related

traits showed no pattern of local adaptation, and net fitness

(or broader fitness proxies [68,69]) were not estimated in

this study, leaving it unclear how these sex-specific fitness

components contribute to the overall extent of local adap-

tation in each population. By contrast, Favre et al. [70]

measured some larger fitness components both in male and

in female plants from reciprocally transplanted populations

of two dioecious Silene sister species. Individuals of each
species had higher fitness in the habitat of conspecific popu-

lations (i.e. as residents) than in that of heterospecific

populations (i.e. as immigrants). In this case, however, local

adaptation was not affected by sex. Female plants performed,

on average, slightly better than males across all habitats, with

no evidence that males and females differed in the extent to

which they were locally adapted.
(b) The role of sexual selection in local adaptation
Many observational studies and those using experimental

designs other than reciprocal transplants have investigated

adaptation in male and female traits separately, or asked

how sexual selection in one or both sexes contributes to

local adaptation. Driessens et al. [71] studied populations of

an anole lizard (Anolis sagrei) inhabiting environments with

either moderate (mesic) or low (xeric) humidity. They

inferred local adaptation of male and female signalling

traits, as well as male displays, from a correlation between

these traits and the environment across populations. This

study identified shared (morphological) as well as male-

limited (display) traits that appear to be locally adapted. In

rock dragon lizards (Ctenophorus decresii species complex),

females were more cryptic against their local background

than against the backgrounds of other populations, with no

such correspondence for males, implying sex differences in

the degree of local adaptation in cryptic coloration [72].

Using a similar approach, Morita & Tsuboi [73] related vari-

ation in sexual size dimorphism among populations of non-

migratory amago salmon (Oncorhynchus masou ishikawae) to

the size and complexity of their stream habitat. They found

that body size in males, but not females, covaried with

stream size, and suggested that different male sizes were

favoured by sexual selection in different habitats. Interest-

ingly, the threshold body size at maturation covaried with

habitat size in both sexes, suggesting that males and females

experienced similar natural selection pressures on this trait.

A limitation of such correlative studies is the lack of direct

measures of fitness, or major fitness components, such as

reproductive success and/or viability. Correlations between

traits and environments are assumed to be due to adaptation

of those traits to the local conditions, but in the absence of

good fitness estimates, no strong inferences can be made

that a trait is adaptive. Additionally, if each population is

only measured in its native environment, it is difficult to

exclude the possibility that phenotypic plasticity (see §4d,

below) underlies the observed correlation of the focal traits

with environment. These problems highlight the importance

of manipulative experimental designs, such as reciprocal

transplants, that allow the relative fitness of phenotypes to

be compared across multiple environments. ‘Common

garden’ or laboratory experiments also avoid such problems

to some extent.

Sexual selection is likely to affect local adaptation in

multiple ways. It can reinforce effects of natural selection or

eliminate them, depending on whether there is mate prefer-

ence for local phenotypes, mate preference for novel

phenotypes, or mate preference for condition-dependent phe-

notypes. Moreover, sexual selection could be a major driver

of local adaptation by selection of males with phenotypes

that are favoured by local females, where females in different

populations may favour alternative phenotypes [6,9,57]. This

could occur through a process analogous to the adaptation of
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plants to the floral trait preferences of their local pollinator

community (e.g. [74]). Female preferences may vary across

environments due to, for example, constraints on signal

detection [75–77], thereby driving local adaptation of male

signalling traits in each environment. Whether sexual selec-

tion facilitates or hinders local adaptation will not only

depend on the reaction norms of the traits under sexual selec-

tion, but also on the reaction norms and condition

dependence of the preference itself. Condition dependence

of mate choice has been demonstrated in experimental

studies of diet quality in several taxa. For example, female

wolf spiders (genus Schizocosa) are selective about mates

when fed high-quality diets, but not when fed low-quality

diets [78]. In black field crickets (Teleogryllus commodus),

diet not only affects choosiness, but also the preference

function of females for call frequency [79].

(c) The role of sexual selection in regulating gene flow
between populations under divergent selection

The limited number of reciprocal transplant experiments

addressing sex differences in local adaptation does not reflect

a lack of interest in the topic (for instance, a literature search

with keywords ‘local* adapt*’, ‘male’ and ‘female’ returned

289 records). There are many studies that investigate differ-

ences in mating success between residents and immigrants

across populations, but these tend to be framed in the context

of reproductive or behavioural isolation rather than local

adaptation. The classical reciprocal transplant experimental

and statistical design aiming to quantify local adaptation

[4,5] is almost identical to reciprocal sexual isolation

experiments in speciation research aiming to quantify the

strength of reproductive isolation [80]. Such speciation

research includes studies of asymmetric sexual isolation

[81–83], which is conceptually and methodologically very

similar to studies of asymmetric local adaptation [56].

Tobler et al. [84] used reciprocal transplants between

populations of mollies (Poecilia mexicana) inhabiting sulphidic

streams inside a cave system and outside of it (‘cave’ versus

‘surface’ habitats), as well as between populations from sul-

phidic and non-sulphidic surface stream habitats, to test

whether immigrants had reduced viability compared to resi-

dents. They also tested whether females showed mating

preferences for local over immigrant males using two-

choice trials. There were no mortality differences between

residents and immigrants in the cave and surface stream

environments. However, local adaptation through viability

selection was apparent between the sulphidic and non-

sulphidic surface environments, with residents having

higher survival than immigrants in both habitats. Addition-

ally, females preferred resident males to immigrants in

three of the four environment-population combinations, con-

sistent with sexual selection reinforcing natural selection

against immigrant males.

A similar design allowed Svensson et al. [57] to evaluate

the contribution of naturally selected and sexually selected

components of fitness to local adaptation in a damselfly

(Calopteryx splendens). Although they found no difference

in survival of local and immigrant male damselflies that

were experimentally translocated between two Swedish

populations, there was a clear female preference for local

males over immigrants in two-choice female mate prefer-

ence tests (figure 2e,f ), suggesting that local adaptation
might be reinforced by sexual selection in these popu-

lations. In a study of another damselfly species (Enallagma
cyathigerum; figure 2a–d), Gosden et al. [56] transplanted

males between two replicate populations from coastal and

inland environments (figure 2b). They found evidence for

a pattern of asymmetric local adaptation in both pairs of

replicates, where immigrants had lower fitness in the

inland but not in the coastal environment (figure 2c).

However, while this pattern was found for male survival

(estimated as recapture probability), other fitness com-

ponents, namely male mating success and fecundity

(measured through the females with whom they mated),

did not differ between residents and immigrants

(figure 2d ). Sexual selection thus did not work in synergy

with the viability selection preventing gene flow across

these two different environments.

When females’ preferences are tested in their own habitat

(females are ‘residents’), the pattern of female preference for

local over immigrant males can be explained in at least two

distinct ways (see [9]). First, because many sexually selected

traits show substantial condition dependence, locally

adapted males may have enhanced attractiveness and greater

mating success than non-adapted immigrants, if being

adapted imparts better general condition [11,85,86]. In

this case, variation in a trait is expressed under certain

environmental conditions, but not in others, affecting the

opportunity for sexual selection. For example, cactus bugs

(Narnia femorata, Hemiptera: Coreidae) varied in the degree

of sexual dimorphism of sexually selected traits when

reared on a novel host plant [87]. The novel environment

affected not only the degree of sexual dimorphism in body

size, with an increase in dimorphism resulting from smaller

body size in males, but also in the size of the hind femur

(a weapon), with no sexual dimorphism when bugs were

reared on the novel host. Alternatively, preferences for local

over immigrant males could result if females prefer mates

from their own population (assortative mating) due to diver-

ging male-female (trait-preference) coevolution. Studies that

test preferences of immigrant as well as resident females

have the potential to disentangle these two mechanisms.

Klappert & Reinhold [65] translocated juvenile male and

female grasshoppers (Chorthippus biguttulus) between two

populations differing in environmental conditions, and

tested whether females preferred local males in mate choice

trials. Females, whether resident or immigrant, displayed

no preference for local over immigrant males (rejecting the

condition-dependence mechanism for local male mating

advantage) and also showed no preference for males from

their population of origin (rejecting the assortative mating

mechanism). While no mating advantage to resident males

due to either mechanism was detected in this study, the

experimental design allowed each to be ruled out separately.

Plath et al. [88] similarly tested the preferences of females in

their local or in foreign environmental conditions (i.e. as resi-

dents or as immigrants) in two sister species of poeciliid

fishes: Poecilia sulphuraria inhabit sulphidic streams, while

P. mexicana inhabit non-sulphidic streams. Females of both

species were given the choice between a conspecific and a

heterospecific male in both sulphidic and non-sulphidic test

environments. In non-sulphidic conditions, females of both

species preferred the resident, P. mexicana males, ruling out

assortative mating as an explanation and suggesting that

P. mexicana could show enhanced attractiveness to females
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due to local adaptation to the non-sulphidic environment.

However, in the sulphidic test conditions, females of

both species showed no preference for either species’

males. Local adaptation to sulphidic conditions thus

does not appear to correlate with mating success of resident

P. sulphuraria males.

Apart from field transplant experiments, laboratory

experiments have also been used in studies addressing

whether locally adapted males have greater mating success

than non-adapted males [89–91]. In these studies, male

Drosophila melanogaster from laboratory populations that

had been experimentally evolved under different environ-

mental conditions (different temperatures [89,90] or

different larval densities [91]) were competed against each

other in mating trials. In each of these studies, trials were car-

ried out in both environments, allowing males from both

environments to play the ‘adapted’ and ‘non-adapted’ role.

Males adapted to their local thermal environment had, on

average, greater mating success than their non-adapted com-

petitors in one study [89]. This supports the hypothesis that

males in better condition are better at attracting mates, per-

haps due to the better match between their phenotype and

the environment [85,86]. However, in the other two studies,

there was no difference in mating success between adapted

and non-adapted males [90,91].

(d) Sex differences in development, plasticity and local
adaptation

Another interesting but relatively unexplored evolutionary

outcome of sex-specific selection in heterogeneous environ-

ments is the evolution of sex-specific phenotypic plasticity

[92]. For instance, males and females could differ in their

degree of plasticity or developmental canalization in traits

like mate preferences, depending on the presence or absence

of heterospecific competitors, i.e. in sympatry versus allopa-

try [48] or host plant choice that could influence the

realized degree of sexual dimorphism [87]. Moreover, vari-

ation in the preference function and choosiness for different

traits can respond differently to earlier versus later develop-

mental environments. In the swordtail fish (Xiphophorus
multilineatus), the embryonic environment experienced by

females influenced female preference for male colour pattern

symmetry, while the post embryonic juvenile environment

influenced female preference for male body size [93].

Juvenile and adult environmental conditions can also

affect choosiness and preference functions differently, as

well as affecting the sexes differently. Although female

cactus bugs (N. femorata) always choose larger males,

females were choosier when their adult environments

were of low quality, with the shape of selection for male

body size depending on female rearing environment [94].

Males, on the other hand, only exhibited a preference for

larger females if both their juvenile and adult environments

were of high quality [94].

The timing of when condition is determined should be an

important concern in future studies integrating local adap-

tation and sex differences: phenotypes developing in the

environment that they are adapted to are expected to be in

better condition than phenotypes that have developed in a

foreign environment. Moving to a novel and stressful

environment as an adult might, however, lead to smaller

effects on an individual’s life-history and condition-
dependent traits. In this case, while preference and choosi-

ness of resident and immigrant individuals may not be

affected by translocation experiments involving adults, the

translocation of juveniles would highlight such early environ-

mental effects, which have been documented in several taxa

[95–97]. Schultzhaus et al. [98] demonstrated through diet

manipulations in both sexes that variation in the quality of

the rearing environment can lead to assortative mating in

D. melanogaster. Specifically, males reared on low-quality

diets courted females of the control and the low-quality treat-

ments equally, but more often mated with females reared on

low-quality diets. By contrast, males in the control treatment

courted control females almost exclusively, and mated with

these females more often than with females reared on low-

quality diets. Although researchers did not test variation

in female receptivity or choosiness in this work, either or

both could explain the results. These studies highlight that

studies of sex differences in local adaptation can become

greatly enriched by translocation experiments not only in

the adult stage (as common in animal studies), but also

during earlier stages of development (as typical of plant

translocation studies, i.e. those transplanting seeds). Trans-

locations at different life stages in the same study system

can help to disentangle whether the extent of mismatch

between developmental and test environments contributes

to observed differences in fitness between residents and

immigrants.
5. Outlook and summary: new methods and
directions in the study of local adaptation

Apart from the topics we have highlighted in this review,

there are several other interesting extensions that hold great

promise if studied within the emerging new framework of

local adaptation and the evolution of sex differences. Adopt-

ing an ontogenetic and developmental perspective on sex

differences will increase our understanding of the role of genetic

causes of sexual dimorphism between populations and the

role of sex-specific phenotypic plasticity and environment-

dependent growth rate differences between males and

females [87,92,99,100]. It is common to find differences in

the degree of sexual dimorphism between different habi-

tats and environments, and sometimes such differences

can be related to differences in sexual selection regimes

and/or intensity of sexual conflict [47,73,87]. It would be

interesting to know how, why and when those differences

emerge and the role of sex-specific maternal effects

[34,101], sex differences in growth rates [99] and early

environmental effects [87].

Nowadays reciprocal transplant experiments are often

combined with genomic approaches, creating new, powerful

and integrative research opportunities for the study of local

adaptation [1,102–105]. Rapid methodological developments

in molecular biology and genomics, such as Next Generation

Sequencing of genome-wide variation of thousands or tens of

thousands of loci or single nucleotide polymorphisms, are

now rapidly transforming the research fields of local adap-

tation and the evolution of sex differences [102,103,105,106].

While reciprocal transplant experiments can provide more

mechanistic insights into the ecological causes of selection

[107–109], complementary genomic approaches present

many methodological and statistical challenges, particularly
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on how to disentangle demographic and neutral processes

from local adaptation driven by environment-dependent

selection [102]. Additionally, genomic approaches will lar-

gely reflect local adaptation due to the combined effects of

selection across the organism’s whole life cycle, averaged

across the two sexes. While for some applications this inte-

grated measure is an advantage, it offers limited

mechanistic insights into the ecological causes of selection

[110–113] that drive adaptive population genetic differen-

tiation. For these reasons, genomic approaches are probably

most powerful when combined with traditional empirical

tools like ‘common garden’ and reciprocal transplant exper-

iments [102]. One genomic approach with great potential to

study sex differences in local adaptation is the use of massive

DNA- and RNA-sequencing of juveniles and adults of both

sexes, sampled across many different populations. One

could then investigate, for example, whether sexual antagon-

ism results in a signature of increasing genetic differentiation

(i.e. increasing FST-values) between males and females during

the course of ontogeny, as was recently demonstrated in

large-scale genomic studies of humans and fruit flies

(Drosophila) [106]. This promising approach is not without

its own challenges: simulations show that the power to

detect antagonistic selection over the threshold of FST for

neutral variation in male and female allele frequencies is

low [114]. However, this problem may be mitigated by

the analysis of genome-wide patterns to detect subclasses

of (thousands of ) genes exhibiting enriched FST relative

to the rest of the genome [106,114]. Additionally, it has

recently been suggested [115] that this method may be

most informative when combined with other population

genomic measures, such as estimates of non-neutral

genetic diversity using Tajima’s D.

Some conceptual and statistical issues with the incor-

poration of sex differences into reciprocal transplant

experiments involve how to compare male and female fit-

ness. Ideally, male and female fitness should be estimated

in the same currency, to be comparable and to be able to

estimate a three-way, fitness-by-environment-by-sex inter-

action. In practice, although males and females can be

similar for some fitness components (e.g. survival), male

and female reproductive traits are often measured on

different scales, such as the number of eggs produced by

females and the number of mates obtained by males. In

these situations, the issue of how to standardize and

relativize fitness becomes important for ensuring unbiased

comparisons of fitness between the sexes [116]. It could be

argued that fitness should be standardized separately

within each sex—equivalent to assuming soft selection—

because in genetic terms both sexes contribute equally to

the next generation of offspring (i.e. males and females

have the same total fitness) [116,117]. A more pragmatic

approach avoids the problem of directly comparing non-

equivalent male and female fitness measures by instead

comparing the difference in fitness of male residents and

immigrants separately from the difference in female

resident and immigrant fitness. Alternatively, where

experiments can be monitored over several generations

post-translocation, measuring the change in genotype fre-

quencies in populations where either males or females

have been introduced could be an informative approach

(see [118]). Finally, based on demographic and life-history
arguments, some ecologists might argue that male fitness

can be safely ignored in local adaptation studies. Owing

to female demographic dominance (offspring production

depends heavily on female abundance, because female

reproductive output is rather insensitive to male abun-

dance while male reproduction is strongly determined by

female abundance [7]), female fitness contributes dispro-

portionately to population growth and establishment in

novel environments. However, male fitness can have a

strong indirect effect on population growth and establish-

ment success via the male contribution to gene flow,

constraining local adaptation (e.g. pollen dispersal [44,45]).

Our overview of experimental local adaptation studies

and their intersection with studies on the evolution of sex

differences has identified several promising avenues for

future work aiming to integrate these two fields. Recently

published theoretical models have identified interesting ques-

tions that should be addressed in experimental studies. These

questions include the role of female demographic dominance

in local adaptation and in source and sink habitats [7], geo-

graphical variation in sexual antagonism and differences

between range limits and central populations [8], and the

relative importance of male and female gene flow and their

effects on local adaptation and niche evolution [44,45].

Here, we have suggested that these models can be tested

and evaluated using the classical tool of reciprocal transplant

experiments. The reciprocal transplant design could also be

productively applied to additional open questions by incor-

porating sex differences in life history: for example, how

natural differences in patterns of dispersal affect and are

affected by local adaptation. What are the consequences

when dispersal is constrained to one sex or life stage (e.g.

when one sex/stage is immobile)? Does the optimal offspring

sex ratio differ for a resident or immigrant female? Sex- and

stage-limited dispersal may be easily incorporated into a

reciprocal transplant experimental design (see [119]). By

explicitly considering sex differences in reciprocal transplant

studies and by measuring fitness components in males and

females separately, informed experiments could provide

rich insights into the presence and consequences of sex differ-

ences in local adaptation. Theoretical and empirical studies of

both local adaptation [120] and the evolution of phenotypic

plasticity [121,122] typically ignore the effects of sex differ-

ences, yet as we have argued in this article incorporating

such information is likely to yield many new insights

[7,8,45,48,92].
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